Introduction
The sensitivity ofmany colorimetric and other methods of detection used in continuous-flow analysis means that samples frequently need to be diluted to bring them into the range of a particular method. On-line dilution can take the form of a dialyser, in which a proportion of the analyte diffuses through a permeable membrane into a recipient stream, or a dilution loop, where the sample is diluted, usually with water, then led back to the inlet side of the pump (hence the term 'loop'), where a small proportion is resampled. Because the resampled flow is often unsegmented, unlike the original sample flow in which the inter-sample air bubble separates the sample from the wash liquid, the dispersion in a dilution loop can be high, resulting in a lower optimum sample rate.
However, by the correct choice of fittings, and by segmenting the resample stream where appropriate, dispersion in a dilution loop can be reduced to a level where it is not the limiting factor in system performance.
Dilution factor and flow rate It is usually possible to achieve a given dilution factor by several combinations offlow rate. For example, a dilution of about 11 times can be effected with a sample line of0"l ml/min and diluent 1"0 ml/min, 0"23 sample and 2"0 diluent, 0"32 and 3"4, and so on. Considerations Figure shows three types ofdebubbler sometimes used as resample fittings. The C3 contains a ramp to remove extra or oversize bubbles this is useful on AAI systems, but unnecessary on AAII systems with regular air injection (the intersample air bubble in a dilution system will be necessarily small). The A2 is better in this respect, but the capillary arm of both these fittings is 1"0 mm i.d., the same as that of a 0"6 ml/min pump tube. If a lower flow rate resample pump tube is used this capillary is drained slowly, creating excessive dispersion. For flow rates up to 0"6 ml/min the so-called 'modified AO' is used, with 0'025 in i.d. acidflex tubing inserted into the side arm until bubbles just pass over the top without being drawn into the resample line.
Segmented resample lines
If a resample fitting such as the A12 or A16 is used (see figure 1 ), a small proportion of each bubble in the diluted stream will be drawn into the resample pump tube, segmenting the stream and thereby reducing dispersion. This reduction in dispersion can be quantified, as shown in the next section. Because the AAII system uses air injection synchronized with the pump rollers, the small resampled bubbles always occupy the same position in the resample pump tube relative to the rollers, and thus the short-term delivery is constant. However, the volume of each resampled bubble depends on the velocity at which the main bubble passes across the take-off insert, and this is dependent on not only the total flow rate but also, due to the pulsed flow, on the moment in the pump cycle at which the bubble reaches the insert. figure 1) is such a debubble/rebubble fitting, which can be used with an A12 or A16, and 104-G036-01 is a more recent type which also contains two sapphire inserts for resampling.
Dispersion
The dispersion in a dilution loop arises from three sources: the segmented stream from the pump to the resample fitting, the resample fitting itself, and the resample pump tube. using the equation described by Hrdina [1] 
